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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 “Shot across the bow” Email 
Date: 26 September 2016 
Subject: Cool news and a favor… 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey  
 
Wow - the energy now that Mercury Retrograde has ended is amazing. I’m seriously buzzing with new 
ideas. You too? 
 
I’ll be sharing more in this week’s regular newsletter, but first I need to ask for your help. 
 
We’re busy creating some new additional bonuses to make the Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp even 
better and we will be launching something very exciting in October. But before we do, we’d love to get 
your feedback and ideas.  
 
Can you help me out? 
 
It should take you less than a minute, just go here:  
(LINK) 
Thanks a million, 
 
xx  
Denise 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pre-Pre-Launch Survey 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Hi Gorgeous Lucky Bee! 
 
Can I ask a favor? 
 
Next month we’re launching a new Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp package with some new bonuses 
and benefits that we have not offered for YEARS! 
 
More than 2,883 women have already gone through the course to release their money blocks and 
transform their lives and businesses. 
 
However, we need your help.  Before we finalize this new package we need to make sure we have 
covered everything. 
 
This is where you come in… Please take a few minutes to answer this super short survey – there are 
only two questions that we need you to answer. 
 
Thanks a million! 
 
xDenise 
 
 
 
What are the two top challenges you face about money blocks and earning more 
money that we NEED to answer in this course? 
 
 
 
 
 
If we could go the extra mile and include something that you haven’t seen before, what 
would it be? 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

29 September Newsletter  
Subject: Should You Charge More For In-Person Work? 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
The newsletter during the Pre-Pre-Launch period included the following mention of the upcoming 
launch to re-emphasise the “Shot across the bow” email and get the list excited: 
 
P.S. I get questions all the time about if I'd ever do private coaching again. Honestly, I don't think so. 
However, I've got something really exciting cooking for October, that will be interactive to help 
you finish the year out with a bang! Stay tuned... 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Announcing Pre-Launch Content 
Date: Monday 3 October 
Subject: October Manifesting Challenge! 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 
 
I don’t know about you, but this October energy feels so awesome.  
 
I felt way more introverted than normal in September, but something clicked for me over the last few 
days and fired my belly to uplevel my life again. And I know I’m not the only one. 
 
If you’ve been feeling more energized to achieve your goals before we end out the year, I’d like to 
invite you on a group manifesting challenge. 
 
Over the next week, I’m going to take you step-by-step through my Manifesting Formula. It’s the 
process I use whenever I want to consciously manifest something, whether it’s big or small.   
 
It’s light, fun and easy to follow along.  
 
(LINK) 
 
..and you’ll get taken to the first video. I’ll be playing along in the comments and answering questions.  
 
Amazing things can happen in just one week. I’ve got lots of amazing opportunities for you to change 
your life in October and this is just the start. 
 
So download the cheat sheet (LINK) and let’s get manifesting. 
 
Xx Denise  
 
P.S My philosophy on manifesting is to “make real”. So together, let’s pick one of your goals and 
MAKE IT HAPPEN.  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

6 October Newsletter 
Subject: Should You Charge More For In-Person Work? 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
The teaser mention of the upcoming launch was repeated in this newsletter as well. We could have 
certainly used this Newsletter more effectively to push the pre-launch content to engage more people 
in the free manifesting course.  
 
P.S. I get questions all the time about if I'd ever do private coaching again. Honestly, I don't think so. 
However, I've got something really exciting cooking for October, that will be interactive to help 
you finish the year out with a bang! Stay tuned... 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pre-Launch Content Email 1 
Date: Immediate after a lead signs up 
Subject: [Video] The BIG problem with manifesting 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey  
  
Awesome - nice one for requesting access to my free manifesting course. This week, you’re going to 
make some seriously big shifts in the way you achieve your goals.  
  
(LINK) 
  
(If you missed the introduction, then start (LINK) first)  
  
When I say “big shifts”, I actually mean “little tweaks” because that’s what makes the difference 
between having a really awesome dream board, and actually having an awesome life.  
  
The biggest problem with manifesting is that it’s such a fuzzy concept that people often think is 
“magic” or just woo-woo positive thinking. How do you know if you’re doing it “right”.  
  
So together we’re going to get really PRACTICAL to transform your craziest dreams into reality. I’m 
going to teach you some of the nuances you can implement this week to start turbo-charging your 
manifesting ability.  
  
First up - think of a goal you want to manifest quickly. Then watch the first video and download the 
“cheat sheet” so we can get started together. 
  
(LINK) 
  
I’ll send you some of my best secret manifesting tips this week as you go through the formula. It’s 
going to be easy and fun, I promise. And that intro song is going to get in your head “you so lucky 
girl!” (I got that made on Fiverr!).  
  
It's remarkable how quickly it works when you follow a simple system - instead of relying on “luck”.  
 
Today is your lucky day!  
  
xx Denise  
  
Denise Duffield-Thomas 
  
P.S You’ve probably read a LOT of self-help books, and been to tons of inspiring seminars. But if 
you’re like me, you came away with a vague sense that you somehow need to “deserve” success. 
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Like if you just meditated hard enough or if you were a better person, you’d finally start seeing your 
dreams come into reality. 
  
Step 1 of the Manifesting Formula shows you why that is complete B.S. You don’t need to be perfect 
to be an amazing manifester… HOWEVER, you do need to dig deep and release a few key stories.  
  
It’s honestly the biggest problem I see for women… but it doesn’t have to be like that. When I really 
“got” step 1, it pretty much changed everything for me, and I stopped sabotaging myself.  
  
BTW - I am SO NOT about perfection. I wrote my formula on a random piece of cardboard for luck’s 
sake. Stop waiting - you’re ready NOW.  
  
(LINK) - and make sure you post in the comments your biggest AHA’s. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pre-Launch Content Email 2 
Date: Sign-up plus 1 day 
Subject: [Video] The WRONG DONUTS 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 
  
Okay, so when you watched the first step, hopefully you realize that without decluttering, you’ll be 
constantly fighting and sabotaging yourself - and THAT SUCKS… 
  
Because you know all your own weaknesses. It’s a no win game! Working on this step is a game 
changer, because you won’t unconsciously block your success.  
 
Ok - let’s move onto the next step, which sounds easy in theory, but I see so many women 
unconsciously mess it up. 
 
Remember when you had a birthday as a kid, and your parents said “make a wish but don’t tell 
anyone or it won’t come true?” 
 
Yeah… that has created a HUGE problem. Generations of women who struggle asking for what they 
want. Step two solves this problem.  
  
(LINK) 
 
It honestly takes practice but you’re probably being a little too vague right now, and that’s why you’re 
frustrated with your goals and getting random results from the Universe.  
 
When I was pregnant, I had a massive craving for Donut King strawberry donuts. One day, Mark 
brought me home CARAMEL Krispy Kreme donuts. 
  
I was like “What the F is this?!”  
 
It’s not what I really truly WANTED because I wasn’t being clear enough, I just asked for “donuts 
please” (okay it was “BRING ME DONUTS NOW!!!!!”)  
  
Which brings us to step two of the manifesting formula, a crucial shift in the way you set clear goals 
and intentions.  
 
From working with thousands of entrepreneurs, a challenge I have seen first hand is women being 
vague, wishy-washy or shy about what they really want.  
  
(LINK) 
 
Whether it’s three new clients by the end of the week, or your dream house, I hate to say you’re doing 
it completely wrong - but I know you can make some tweaks. 
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Remember - tweaks can make ALL the difference in the results you get.  
 
You’ve got this.  
 
xx Denise 
Denise Duffield-Thomas 
 
P.S  
 
BTW I still ate the caramel donuts, but you don’t have to metaphorically “eat” what the Universe sends 
you. Have you ever thought “well, I manifested it, I guess I have to take it”, even though you KNOW 
it’s not quite right.  
 
Well - you’re allowed to send stuff back and get even MORE specific next time. Nothing is set in 
stone, but it takes practice.  
 
(LINK) and make sure you post in the comment section and tell us what you’re manifesting.  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pre-Launch Content Email 3 
Date: Sign-up plus 2 days 
Subject: [Video] No such thing as overkill 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey  
  
Yesterday’s video went through step two so now we are on to my FAVE step of all! 
 
This one is designed to help you feel good NOW in that interesting lag time between when you state a 
goal and when it shows up. 
 
Otherwise known as … 
 
DUDE, WHERE’S MY STUFF?  
  
Omg - it’s so frustrating right? How do you stay in the good vibrations when you’re so pissed that 
nothing has changed yet?  
 
Well - guess what. It’s not about meditating five times a day, or chanting naked at the full moon 
(although nothin’ wrong with that!), and you can’t wait til Mercury Retrograde is over.  
 
Manifesting doesn’t require turning into a Pollyanna. It’s unrealistic to be positive all the time, and you 
don’t need to either. 
 
What you do need is a strategy to layer in different types of mental accountability to your goals. It 
sounds complicated but it’s not.  
 
(LINK) 
 
You literally can’t overdose on this - and the trick is to make it as automatic as possible (I’m the laziest 
person I know. I’m all about minimum effort, maximum results). 
 
It can be hard to do this yourself - but in a few days, I’ll let you know a way to join me on something 
special so we can finish out the year with a bang.  
 
In today’s video, I combine step three and four, because they go hand in hand. Most women jump 
ahead and totally sabotage themselves, so the order is important. 
  
Don’t worry if you’ve missed the first few videos, there’s links to all of theme (LINK). 
  
Sending luck your way! 
  
xx Denise 
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Denise Duffield-Thomas 
 
P.S  
 
A few years ago, I won a global social media competition to be a professional Honeymoon Tester 
(random I know). I was convinced I was going to win, but the wait between applying for the 
competition and actually winning it was EXCRUCIATING. 
 
After I won, I journaled all of the manifesting tricks I used to keep up the good vibrations and keep in 
the flow. I’m sharing some of the easier ones that you can implement straight away. 
 
And then tomorrow - I’ll teach you the magic words that tie it all together. Plus I’m announcing 
something amazing so we can play together over the next two months.  
 
(LINK) 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pre-Launch Content Email 4 
Date: Sign-up plus 4 days 
Subject: [Video] Final step: the magic words 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 
  
So we’ve come to our final video of the manifesting formula and this wraps up everything. Without it, 
the whole thing kinda falls apart and you might not actually receive what you want. Hint - the “R” word 
is important here! 
Honestly, if you do NOTHING else, learning this step will still change your life. I used to suck at it - but 
I’m getting better every day.  
Best of all, this step is the MOST important when it comes to manifesting money and transforming 
your money mindset. 
  
(LINK) 
  
Did you hear? I am about to launch a new LIVE edition of my best selling course - the Lucky Bitch 
Money Bootcamp. This six week program and our incredible community of Lucky Bees will help you 
embrace this manifesting formula - especially if you’re good at manifesting free stuff but not actual 
MONEY.  
  
Watch the final video first, and you can hear all about it. 
  
Remember the magic words, “Thank you, I _______ that” 
  
(LINK) 
  
xx Denise 
Denise Duffield-Thomas 
P.S Remember, you’re not in this alone. There’s a whole community of Lucky Bees who can support 
you in creating a first class life.  
Every week I get emails from women asking for mentorship or direct help working on their money 
blocks - and the answer is always no… until now. 
  
If you’ve been itching to work on your money blocks deeper and go beyond manifesting into 
abundance, then you’re in luck! 
But first, let’s finish out the manifesting formula with the final step (LINK). 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Open Cart - Announcing the launch 
Date: Tuesday 11 October 
Subject: NEW - Bootcamp LIVE for first time in 3 years! 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 

Today's such an exciting day! I have been telling you all that something special is coming and that 

we have been working on a new launch... well today's the day. 

Every week I get requests to work one-on-one with people or for me to speak at events and although 

I'd love to, with the kids (and being a bra-phobic introvert) doing live work has not been on the cards. 

From experience, I know that the real power of this work is when you can share in our community and 

can interact live as you uncover your money blocks. 

This is why I am launching Money Bootcamp LIVE for the first time in three years. Just in time to set 

you up for success in 2017. 

Money Bootcamp LIVE includes six live group Q&As with me, competitions, challenges, bonus 

videos and lifetime access to the full suite of Lucky Bitch courses and our inspiring community. 

Which means extra accountability, momentum and support for you to work on your money mindset. If 

you've been looking for an "excuse" to join - (LINK) 

From today until 27th October, I am offering a special Early Bird Price so you can save $500 on the 

LIVE course. 

(LINK) 

I will be sharing more info about Money Bootcamp LIVE over the next two weeks, but if you want to 

release your money blocks, transform your money mindset and earn the income you deserve, then 

I'm inviting you to join us today. 

I have seen first hand how this community has changed the lives of 3,000 women, and created 

millions of dollars and positive impact across the globe. 

I believe we can do more, earn more and help more together when we embrace our abundance. 

It's YOUR time and you're ready for the next step. 
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Sign up (LINK) 

Xx Denise  

P.S. The Money Bootcamp LIVE package is unique, I don't know when I can offer these calls again 

and I am bundling all of my packages in together to give you the BEST value I've ever offered. Join 

before 27th October to save your $500, there is also a payment available - don't miss out.  

I can't wait to work with you! (LINK) 

 
Pro-Tip: This email was re-sent on 12th October to anyone that had not opened the original open cart 
email but we changed the heading to “You + Me LIVE... You in?” to boost open rates on the email. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

13 October Newsletter 
Subject: Independent Women (throw your hands up at me) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
The content of our newsletter during the first week of the launch was geared towards money mindset 
and starting a conversation with our list about what financial independence could look like for them in 
2017. 
 
Blog article: (LINK) 
 
The following mention of the Launch was also included at the end of the Newsletter: 
 

P.S - Okay, so details on the live round of Bootcamp. We haven't done this in 3 years! 

This means 3,000+ women doing the money clearing work together, LIVE group Q&A calls with me, 

competitions, quizzes and lots of fun stuff. Save $500 if you sign up by 27th October.  

Check it out at (LINK) 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Existing Customers Upgrade Offer 
Subject: Super limited offer - you, me LIVE! 
Date: 12 October  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Hey 

I hope you absolutely loved the Lucky Bitch Manifesting Course and have started to experience 

positive changes and abundance in your life since buying the course. 

If you've been wondering about how to use the manifesting formula to make more money, then I have 

a really cool announcement for you. 

Exercising and strengthening your "manifesting muscle" is an awesome first step, but if you specific 

steps and a mindset shift is the only way to manifest money and wealth. 

My life-changing money mindset course, the Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp, has helped thousands of 

women make the transition from manifesting to abundance and we have built an inspiring and 

supportive community to help you on your journey. 

Have you heard? We're doing it live! 
This month, for the first time in three years, I am opening up a LIVE version of the Money Bootcamp. 

This offers you the opportunity to do the 6-week program with other women and the added value of 

live group calls, challenges, competitions and lifetime access to our community. 

I am offering an Early Bird price for Money Bootcamp LIVE with $500 off until 27th October. 

But wait - there's MORE - just for you... 
As you have already purchased the Manifesting Course, I can offer you even better value. If you 

upgrade to the Money Bootcamp LIVE package in the next 48 hours I will knock off the price of 

the Manifesting Course, $197, making Money Bootcamp LIVE only $1,297 for you. 

I'm doing this because the manifesting course is one of our bonuses, and I thought it only fair to give 

you an upgrade price. 

This is your invitation to join us on this incredible journey to uncover our money blocks together and 

set up for success in 2017, and save $700. 
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The upgrade offer is only valid to existing Manifesting Course members and expires at 9pm Eastern 

Friday 14th October. Don't miss this opportunity to save a massive $700 off the price of Money 

Bootcamp LIVE. 

Check out all the details of program here: (LINK) 

As soon as you sign-up you will get access to our private mastermind group and the full Bootcamp 

LIVE program - this is priceless! 

Come join us... it's going to be so much fun. 

Love and abundance 

xx Denise 

P.S Manifesting money is a whole new ball-game. You can be great at manifesting "stuff" but still 

struggle with money. I get it, I was exactly in the same place a few years ago. 

Upgrade in the next 48 hours, and get started with your money mindset today. This page is only for 

purchasers of the Manifesting Course, so please don't share this. xx  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Existing Customer Upgrade Offer - Reminder 
Date: 14 October 
Subject: 12 Hours Left - Join & save $700 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 

I hope you've had an incredible week but if you have been struggling to step up into the next level of 

abundance... well - you're not alone. 

Manifesting money is a whole new ball-game. You can be great at manifesting "stuff" but still 

struggle with money. I get it, I was exactly in the same place a few years ago. 

In the space of one year, I used my manifesting formula to manifest half a million dollars worth of free 

travel and prizes - but I ended the year with hardly any money in my bank account. 

I see tons of women doing the same - doing BIG things in the world and super motivated - but the 

bank balance isn't as awesome! 

It's the same muscle - but used in a different way. The good news is that it only takes a few shifts to 

learn how. 

Next month we're launching the first LIVE version of the Money Bootcamp in 3 years. With live 

group calls, challenges, competitions and the momentum of 3,000 working on their money blocks - it's 

going to be epic. 

You might have seen that I'm offering an Early Bird price for Money Bootcamp LIVE but as you have 

already purchased the Manifesting Course, I can offer you even better value - a saving of $700! 

But this expires in just a few hours. 

One of the benefits of being in the Bootcamp is that I'm always gifting extra bonuses - and the 

Manifesting Course is one of those extra courses. 

If you upgrade to the Money Bootcamp LIVE package before Fri 14th (9pm Eastern), you get the 

Early Bird $500 off plus I'll knock off the price of the Manifesting Course, making Money Bootcamp 

LIVE only $1,297 for you. 

It's kind of a no-brainer! 
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This is your invitation to join us on this incredible journey to uncover our money blocks together and 

set up for success in 2017 (and save a bit of cash too!) 

Check out all the details of the Money Bootcamp (LINK) and make sure you sign up by 9pm 

Eastern (12 hours from now) 

We have built an inspiring and supportive community to help you on your journey and as soon as you 

sign-up you will get access to our private mastermind group and the full Bootcamp LIVE program - 

this is priceless! 

Come join us... it's going to be so much fun. 

Love and abundance 

xx Denise 

 

P.S How good are you willing to experience life? You might be already doing quite well, but the idea 

of even MORE is pushing your boundaries. Part of being in the Bootcamp is shifting your beliefs and 

expanding into even more abundance - totally on your terms. 

Upgrade in the next 12 hours, and get started with your money mindset today. This page is only for 

purchasers of the Manifesting Course, so please don't share this. xx 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Existing Customer Upgrade Offer - Final Reminder 
 
Two	versions	of	this	email	were	sent	with	one	going	to	existing	customers	that	had	
clicked	on	the	upgrade	link	and	one	version	going	to	non-clickers	from	a	different	
email	address	in	case	messages	were	going	to	Spam	folders.	
 
Date: 14 October 
Subject: Last chance (and ask me questions live NOW) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 

Just a final reminder about your credit to join the Money Bootcamp which expires in a few hours. 

I just made a quick new video for you - but I'm actually going to be answering questions LIVE over on 

the upgrade page. Just type in your question and I'll answer between blowing my nose and 

breastfeeding Mr G (24/7 GLAM) 

Ask me questions about Bootcamp (LINK) and make sure you sign up by 9pm Eastern (~2 hours 

from now) 

I'm all about fairness, and because I gifted the manifesting course to my Bootcampers last year, I only 

think it's fair to give you the chance to upgrade and save even more off joining Bootcamp. 

If you have urgent Q's, come over and ask me live  

Love and abundance 

xx Denise 

P.S Some women weirdly think they have to work on their blocks BEFORE they join, or that things 

have to be super wrong to join. Not at all. This is about expanding to what's possible - even beyond 

what you can see for yourself right now. 

Upgrade in the next 2 hours, and get started with your money mindset today. This page is only for 

purchasers of the Manifesting Course, so please don't share this. xx 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 Promotion - Mindset Reset  
Date: 17 October 
Subject: Crappy year? (Free mindset webinar this week) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey 

Have you had a crappy year? Has 2016 just been hard work and draining?  

Is your business facing some challenges that make you feel unsure about your future? 

You're not alone 

I have been hearing from women all over the world how heavy this year has been and how unstable 

they feel about their ability to make money. 

It sounds like marketing techniques aren't working, sales are down, industries are changing and as 

women we are more affected by this and the most emotionally open to feel the shakes. 

BUT - here's the thing ... 

We can't let ourselves get swept up in the hysteria. It's really going to be JUST FINE. More than ever, 

our mindset is going to be crucial if we're going to be the leaders of change this world needs. Yup - 

you're a part of it. 

Free mindset reset webinar 

So this week, I'm hosting a FREE LIVE Webinar as a collective clearing and MINDSET RESET. 

Click (LINK) to register  

(We have a limit of 1,000 people joining live - yes, we'll send out a recording if you can't make it but 

either way, you have to register above) 

Honestly, don't wait til January to upgrade your mindset for the new year. It really starts NOW. 

NOW is the perfect time to come together and be part of this global movement of women standing up 

and taking control of our abundance. Next year is going to be massive! 

I'll be sharing a special clearing process on the webinar and I would love you to be part of it. 
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Click (LINK) to register  

All the details 

Mindset Reset and Collective Clearing. Time to let it go and start again for an awesome 2017. 

6pm Eastern Wednesday 19 October  

(3pm Pacific / 11pm London / 9am Thursday Sydney) 

I feel called to offer my support to everyone feeling this stuck energy, it is an ideal time for us to come 

together and I can't wait for us to connect... and clear together! 

Click (LINK) to register  

Love and luck 

xx Denise  

 

P.S - Yes, we're also doing something extra special to finish out the year - a LIVE version of the 

Money Bootcamp! This means live Q&A calls with me, group challenges, quizzes and MORE. 

Imagine the momentum of working on your money mindset with thousands of other women? You'll 

hear me talk a lot about Bootcamp LIVE over the next few weeks, but in the meantime, sign up for the 

webinar (LINK). 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 Registration Confirmation 
Subject: Webinar details (keep this handy!) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY 
Thanks for registering for my free live webinar - the Mindset Reset. 

I'm hearing from a LOT of people in the Lucky Bee community that you've had a crappy year, that 

customers are disappearing and you're panicking about what's next.  

Mindset is more important than ever. In this live webinar, we're going to do some global clearing, 

dig deeper into some of the mindset lessons of this tricky time, and give you some strategies to move 

past it so you can create an amazing 2017. 

 
HOW TO JOIN THE WEBINAR 

Mindset Reset - with Denise Duffield-Thomas 

Time: Weds 19th October 

6pm Eastern USA  

3pm Pacific  

11pm London 

(Aussies, Thurs 20th at 9am Sydney time) 

Join the webinar online: (LINK) 

You will be prompted to download the Zoom software if you haven't done it already. It just takes a 
minute or so. 

Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): (CALL IN INFO)  

Or Telephone: (CALL IN INFO) 

 

See you soon! 

xx Denise 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Reminder to Registered - 24 Hours to go 
Date: 19 October 
Subject: How to prepare for tomorrow's live webinar 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HOW TO PREPARE FOR TOMORROW'S LIVE WEBINAR 
Hey  

I can already feel our collective energies aligning and the container building. I am so excited that you 

can join me tomorrow for our Mindset Reset Webinar. 

Here's a reminder of all the details... 

Mindset Reset and Collective Clearing.  

Time to let it go and start again for an awesome 2017. 

6pm Eastern USA Wednesday 19 October  

(3pm Pacific / 11pm London / 9am Thursday Sydney) 

Add these details to your calendar now so you don't miss out.  

Joining Instructions 

We'll be streaming live via Zoom here: (LINK) 

Join a few minutes earlier so you make sure it all works for you.  

 

We're going to go through: 

● What is going on!? I have some theories of things I've been working through with my own 

mindset coaches 

● 3 old mindsets that are NOT welcome anymore - so let's clear them before the end of the 

year 

● My two favorite clearing techniques that are working amazingly right now. 
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Make sure you have a pen and paper. Don't get perfectionist about it and feel like you need the 

perfect journal - any old scrap of paper will do, I promise! 

 

NOW is the perfect time to come together and be part of this global movement of women standing up 

and taking control of our abundance. Reset and set yourself up for 2017, because trust me, amazing 

stuff is coming.  

Don't worry, I will send another reminder tomorrow because the energy of the live clearing is going to 

send amazing vibrations around the world. We will also send out the recording if you can't join us live. 

Feel free to also invite your friends to join us live by visiting (LINK) 

Love xx 

Denise  

 

P.S - I will talk more about this tomorrow, but if you want to jump ahead and find out some more about 

our Money Bootcamp Live Special Offer and save $500 by joining our community visit (LINK). 

Imagine the momentum of working on your money mindset with thousands of other women? You'll 

hear me talk a lot about Bootcamp LIVE over the next few weeks, but in the meantime, get mentally 

prepared for our webinar tomorrow.  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Reminder to Non-Registered - 24 Hours to go 
Date: 19 October 
Subject: re: tomorrow's live webinar - you're coming? 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ME, YOU LIVE - TOMORROW ON OUR MINDSET WEBINAR? 
Hey - lots of people in the Lucky Bee community have been telling me that this year has been kinda 

crappy, or it's been a "nothing year" - meaning that things are stagnating or worse, breaking down. 

When we're in transition times - MINDSET is more important than ever. 

So if you're in need of a mindset-reset - then you're in luck! 

I'm hosting a free live webinar in just under 24 hours, where we're going through some crucial clearing 

techniques. 

It's free to join but you have to (LINK) 

Yes, it's going to be recorded, but we're only sending out the recording to people who register. 

We're going to go through: 

● What is going on!? I have some theories of things I've been working through with my own 

mindset coaches 

● 3 old mindsets that are NOT welcome anymore - so let's clear them before the end of the 

year 

● My two favorite clearing techniques that are working amazingly right now. 

As always, my webinars are about us having fun and some giggles, as well as doing the "serious" 

clearing stuff. 

Make sure you join us - (LINK) 

Bring your fave journal, or just a piece of paper and pen. 

See you soon! 

xx Denise  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Final Reminder to Registered - 3 Hours to go 
Date: 20 October 
Subject: Live today! (Starting in 3 hours)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Hey  

I hope you are as excited as I am for our free LIVE webinar that will start in around 3 hours. 

Here's your reminder of all the details... 

Mindset Reset and Collective Clearing: Time to let it go and start again for an awesome 2017. 

Wednesday 19th October 

6pm Eastern USA  

3pm Pacific USA  

11pm London, UK  

9am Thursday - Sydney (remember Aussie peeps, we're a day ahead!) 

 

Joining Instructions 

We'll be streaming live via Zoom here: (LINK) 

Join a few minutes earlier so you make sure it all works for you. 

 

Why now? Why listen? 

NOW is the perfect time to come together and be part of this global movement of women standing up 

and taking control of our abundance. Reset and set yourself up for 2017. 

 
We're going to go through: 
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● What is going on!? I have some theories of things I've been working through with my own 

mindset coaches 

● 3 old mindsets that are NOT welcome anymore - so let's clear them before the end of the 

year 

● My two favorite clearing techniques that are working amazingly right now. 

 
Make sure you have a pen and paper. Don't get perfectionist about it and feel like you need the 

perfect journal - any old scrap of paper will do, I promise! 

I hope you can join us live, but if not we will send out the recording after the webinar. 

I know things are busy, but try and join live so you can feel the energy of all the other women clearing 

together. It's a kind of magic that you have to experience. 

See you very soon! 

xx Denise 

 

P.S - I will talk more about this tomorrow, but if you want to jump ahead and find out some more about 

our Money Bootcamp Live Special Offer and save $500 by joining our community visit (LINK). 

Imagine the momentum of working on your money mindset with thousands of other women? You'll 

hear me talk a lot about Bootcamp LIVE over the next week, but in the meantime, get mentally 

prepared for our webinar today. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

20 October Newsletter 
Subject: Will my blocks ever go away? 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
We used this newsletter content to directly address the focus of the Money Bootcamp - money blocks. 
The newsletter also included promotion of the webinar, testimonials about the Bootcamp and links to 
the Bootcamp sales page.  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Replay & Bonus 
Date: 20 October 
Subject: Claim your Webinar BONUS (36 hours only) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Hey 

Wow, our Mindset Reset webinar this morning was intense, inspiring and so powerful. 

Almost 3,000 women joined us live as we came together to release the blocks holding back our 

abundance - we got real and raw! 

You can watch a replay of the entire Mindset Reset Webinar here: 

(LINK) 

- and I'll leave it up for another 36 hours. 

As I said on the webinar, mindset is more important than ever. We did some intense clearing 

around blocks like: 

● What do I have to give up in order to make more money? (Things came up like, "freedom, 

independence, time with family, integrity, values, privacy" and more)  

● Why am I not allowed to be rich? (We cleared group excuses, like "too chubby, too young, too 

old, not pretty enough, too introverted, not ready, not good enough, not smart enough" and 

more) 

I shared some of my fave affirmations, and HOW you can release these blocks. We also did some 

moving group tapping sessions. It was powerful - one of my favourite webinars ever. 

Make sure you take the time to watch the replay now: (LINK) 

At the end of the call, I mentioned a special webinar bonus if you join the Money Bootcamp on the call 

- but I've extended that for another 36 hours to give you the chance to watch the replay. 

On top of the live calls and normal bonuses, you'll also receive: 

Lucky Bitch Masterclass: Launch Secrets with Denise & Mark Duffield-Thomas 
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You will receive a VIP invite to an exclusive Q&A call going "Behind the Scenes" of our Money 

Bootcamp LIVE launch. 

The strategy, the schedule, the numbers, the affiliate program and the RESULTS. For the first time 

ever, we will lift the lid on one of our launches and share with you our successes, failures and 

learnings from the month long process. This is completely NEW content - something we have never 

shared before. 

I will also be joined by my hubby Mark on this call who joined my business this year and brings a 

decade of sales, marketing and partnerships experience. He loves strategy and systems so his insight 

will be so valuable to you in planning your future launches (he's SO much more organized than me!) 

We will share our launch secrets, reveal our launch money blocks and answer your questions. 

 

But, to access this unique masterclass (to be held in November), you must join the Money Bootcamp 

LIVE in the next 36 hours. 

(LINK) 

 

Embracing a new money mindset will be a challenging but liberating process and the absolute best 

way to do this work is in a circle of enlightened and entrepreneurial women with our Money Bootcamp 

community and LIVE calls. 

I am running the first LIVE round of the Money Bootcamp for 3 years to support you on your journey 

to transform your money mindset so we can all serve more, do more and earn more. 

WE are the ones we've been waiting for. 

 

What is Bootcamp LIVE? 

Money Bootcamp LIVE includes 6 money mindset modules, 6 LIVE group Q&A calls with me, 

challenges, quizzes and the momentum and support of 3,000 women doing this work. You receive 

LIFETIME access to all resources as well as over $2,000 worth of BONUSES including special 

pricing, advanced manifesting and money mantra resources. 

PLUS - your special webinar bonus (limited for another 36 hours) 
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If you were unable to make the call, make sure you check out the replay (LINK) and come and join us 

in the Bootcamp! 

NOW more than ever... you are enough, you are ready, it's your time, take the next step. 

Xx Denise 

P.S The most powerful part of the webinar was hearing from women like YOU share so honestly 

about what's holding them back. You'll realize that everyone has blocks - but you don't need to let 

them derail you from going to the next level of income.  

 

(LINK) and hear about the additional bonuses. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Replay to people not registered 
Date: 20 October  
Subject: Missed the webinar yesterday? (here’s the replay) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey  

If you missed my live mindset clearing webinar yesterday, you can still access the recording for a few 

hours. 

(LINK) 

It was real, raw and intense for everyone! 

As I said on the webinar, mindset is more important than ever. We did some intense clearing around 

blocks like: 

● What do I have to give up in order to make more money?(Things came up like, "freedom, 

independence, time with family, my integrity, values, my privacy," and more)  

● Why am I not allowed to be rich? (We cleared group excuses, like "too chubby, too young, 

too old, not pretty enough, too introverted, not ready, not good enough, not smart enough", 

and more) 

I shared some of my fave affirmations, and HOW you can release these blocks. We also did some 

moving group tapping sessions. It was powerful - one of my favourite webinars ever. 

Make sure you take the time to watch the replay now: (LINK) 

Xxx Denise 

 

P.S The most powerful part of the webinar was hearing from women like YOU share so honestly 

about what's holding them back. You'll realize that everyone has blocks - but you don't need to let 

them derail you from going to the next level of income. 

 

(LINK) and hear about some additional bonuses I mentioned. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Bonus Reminder - 6 hours to go 
Date: 21 October 
Subject: 6 hours & the webinar bonus goes away 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey  

I am still processing and feeling energised from yesterday's webinar. I think the favorite thing I shared 

was the mantra "I'm not triggered by that". 

If you haven't seen it yet you can watch a replay of the entire Mindset Reset Webinar here: 

(LINK) 

This is a reminder that you only have 6 hours left to claim your SPECIAL Webinar ONLY Bonus and 

save $500 by joining the Money Bootcamp LIVE. 

We've already had a bunch of new Bootcampers join already, and we'd love to have you too. 

"I'm in Week 2 of the Bootcamp. I've already had some pretty big shifts! Heart u Denise!" - 

Kathryn Mussell, coach, energy healer, and writer. 

The Bootcamp is the best guys - massive shifts happen, Melinda Mayor, empowerment coach. 

 

WEBINAR BONUS: Lucky Bitch Masterclass: Launch Secrets with Denise & Mark Duffield-Thomas 

You will receive a VIP invite to an exclusive Q&A call going "Behind the Scenes" of our Money 

Bootcamp LIVE launch. 

The strategy, the schedule, the numbers, the affiliate program and the RESULTS. For the first time 

ever, we will lift the lid on one of our launches and share with you our successes, failures and 

learnings from the month long process. This is completely NEW content - something we have never 

shared before. 

But, to access this unique masterclass (to be held in November), you must join the Money Bootcamp 

LIVE in the next 6 hours. 

(LINK) 
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I am running the first LIVE round of the Money Bootcamp for 3 years to support you on your journey 

to transform your money mindset so we can all serve more, do more and earn more. 

WE are the ones we've been waiting for. 

What is Bootcamp LIVE? 

Money Bootcamp LIVE includes 6 money mindset modules, 6 LIVE group Q&A calls with me, 

challenges, quizzes and the momentum and support of 3,000 women doing this work. You receive 

LIFETIME access to all resources as well as over $2,000 worth of BONUSES including special 

pricing, advanced manifesting and money mantra resources. 

PLUS - your special webinar bonus (limited for another 6 hours) 

If you were unable to make the call, make sure you check out the replay now (LINK) and come and 

join us in the Bootcamp! 

NOW more than ever... you are enough, you are ready, it's your time, take the next step. 

Xx Denise 

P.S - there is no shortcut to making more money, mindset is more important than ever. We did some 

intense clearing around blocks like: 

● What do I have to give up in order to make more money? (Things came up like, "freedom, 

independence, time with family, integrity, values, privacy" and more)  

● Why am I not allowed to be rich? (We cleared group excuses, like "too chubby, too young, too 

old, not pretty enough, too introverted, not ready, not good enough, not smart enough" and 

more) 

I shared some of my fave affirmations, and HOW you can release these blocks. We also did some 

moving group tapping sessions. It was powerful - one of my favourite webinars ever. 

Make sure you take the time to watch the replay now: (LINK) 

... and hear about the additional bonuses. We're leaving it up for another 6 hours. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 1 - Bonus Reminder - Last chance 
Date: 21 October 
Subject: another annoying reminder! (30 mins left) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Hey  

hah - yep. Another annoying reminder... 

If nothing else, I'm role modeling for you showing up and not being shy about asking for the sale! 

Plus - someone told me that the last 24 hours there was some weird internet problem with links (this 

is NOT marketing speak!). If you've had any issues, just hit reply and my team can help. 

This is the last chance to claim your SPECIAL Webinar ONLY Bonus on top of saving $500 by joining 

the Money Bootcamp LIVE.  

If you haven't seen it yet you can watch a replay of the entire Mindset Reset Webinar here: 

(LINK) 

We've already had a bunch of new Bootcampers join already, and we'd love to have you too. 

"I'm in Week 2 of the Bootcamp. I've already had some pretty big shifts! Heart u Denise!" - 

Kathryn Mussell, coach, energy healer, and writer. 

The Bootcamp is the best guys - massive shifts happen, Melinda Mayor, empowerment coach. 

 

WEBINAR BONUS: Lucky Bitch Masterclass: Launch Secrets with Denise & Mark Duffield-Thomas 

You will receive a VIP invite to an exclusive Q&A call going "Behind the Scenes" of our Money 

Bootcamp LIVE launch. 

The strategy, the schedule, the numbers, the affiliate program and the RESULTS. For the first time 

ever, we will lift the lid on one of our launches and share with you our successes, failures and 

learnings from the month long process. This is completely NEW content - something we have never 

shared before. 
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But, to access this unique masterclass (to be held in November), you must join the Money Bootcamp 

LIVE using this link: 

(LINK) 

I am running the first LIVE round of the Money Bootcamp for 3 years to support you on your journey 

to transform your money mindset so we can all serve more, do more and earn more. 

WE are the ones we've been waiting for. 

 

What is Bootcamp LIVE? 

Money Bootcamp LIVE includes 6 money mindset modules, 6 LIVE group Q&A calls with me, 

challenges, quizzes and the momentum and support of 3,000 women doing this work. You receive 

LIFETIME access to all resources as well as over $2,000 worth of BONUSES including special 

pricing, advanced manifesting and money mantra resources. 

PLUS - your special webinar bonus (limited for another 30 mins) 

If you were unable to make the call, make sure you (LINK) and come and join us in the Bootcamp! 

NOW more than ever... you are enough, you are ready, it's your time, take the next step. 

Xx Denise 

 

P.S - there is no shortcut to making more money, mindset is more important than ever. We did some 

intense clearing around blocks like: 

● What do I have to give up in order to make more money? (Things came up like, "freedom, 

independence, time with family, integrity, values, privacy" and more)  

● Why am I not allowed to be rich? (We cleared group excuses, like "too chubby, too young, too 

old, not pretty enough, too introverted, not ready, not good enough, not smart enough" and 

more) 

 

I shared some of my fave affirmations, and HOW you can release these blocks. We also did some 

moving group tapping sessions. It was powerful - one of my favourite webinars ever. 
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Make sure you take the time to watch the replay now: (LINK) 

... and hear about the additional bonuses. It's only up for another 30 mins. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 2 Promotion & 4 Days to go 

Date: 24 October 
Subject: Not another course - aren’t you “fixed” now?! 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FREE WEBINAR: Money blocks for YOUR industry 

Hey  

I remember a few years ago when my business was starting to take off, I enrolled in an online mindset 

event... and my hubby said "Why are you doing another course, don't you know everything now? 

Um... 

He would NEVER say that nowadays, because he knows that: 

1. I'm a life-long learner. I love finding new tweaks and lessons from books and courses, 

and that will never change. 

2. Upgrading our mindset has COMPLETELY changed our lives - not just our bank 

accounts, but everything. 

I keep telling people - stop looking for the silver bullet in business because there are rarely any true 

advanced secrets to success. 

Trust me on this. I've spoken to many millionaires over the years, and they are following really basic 

business strategies but constantly working on their mindset, upgrading the people around them, and 

finding new layers and tweaks of self-improvement. 

As a self-made millionaire, I don't really know too many business strategies either beyond the same 

rule - mindset is key! 

Now, you've probably seen me talk about the live round of the Money Bootcamp (first time in 3 years, 

not sure if/when we'll do it again). The Money Bootcamp community is basically the only place where 

you can work with me (I'm otherwise unhireable)... 

PLUS it's the place where thousands of other amazing women are working on upgrading their 

mindset. (Community is CRUCIAL to success). 
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I'm often told, it's the most inspiring and supportive group everyone's ever been in. For new business 

owners and established ones alike... because we're all tweaking and uncovering new money mindset 

lessons. 

If you know you're signing up before the deadline this Thursday, just click here to join (LINK). 

You'll get immediate access to our community, and start working through the lessons ahead of our 

live calls next week. 

But if you need some more help deciding, then I have a free workshop for you on Tuesday (USA time) 

- all about money blocks for different industries. 

Lots of women read my book and say "I didn't even know I had money blocks until I read it!" 

The truth is that there are universal money blocks that most entrepreneurs I met have (myself 

included)... 

But did you know that there are industry specific blocks too? 

YUP. 

Your profession probably has some sneaky blocks that are stopping you from going to the next level. 

These are derailing your true potential because they are so sneaky and pervasive, you probably 

don't even realize they are there. 

But they are - and don't hold back your success in 2017 because you think that you can power 

through on will-power alone. 

Here's your invitation to my special live webinar on industry specific money blocks. We'll get through 

as many as possible - and I'll share with you some of my favourite money affirmations to help you 

start clearing it - on the actual call. 

(LINK) 

Yes, we'll be recording it but either way you have to register. If you come live, I'll be able to answer 

YOUR question on the money blocks tripping you up now. 

(LINK) 

Xx Denise 
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P.S - I truly believe that you don't need to be "fixed" because perfection is not the goal here. The goal 

is for you to create your version of a First Class life. 

I'm here to help. I really hope you join Money Bootcamp for this special live round before the deadline 

of Thursday, but if you need to explore this concept of money blocks for yourself, then come to our 

free webinar this week (LINK). 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 2 - Reminder to non-registered  
Date: 25 October 
Subject: Are your money blocks special and unique? [free event] 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Free group clearing session! You coming? 

Hey  

Every day I hear from women who think that they either don't have money blocks or that the 

techniques I teach won't work for them, they've tried "everything". 

The truth is - that's a block in itself! 

Thinking that there's something fundamentally wrong with you - or that you're just not meant for the 

next level of success and income. 

In about 12 hours, I'm hosting another free webinar - all about the unique challenges different 

professions face around their money blocks. 

Yes, there are universal ones that impact almost everyone - but there are tweaks and nuances 

depending on your industry. 

Here are just some of the industries and professions we're going to cover: business coaching, 

wellness, MLM, energy worker, journalist, massage, handmade goods, artist, actress, retail, assistant, 

spiritual healer, tarot reader, astrologer, yoga, musician, travel blogger, social worker, web design, 

PR, public speakers, teachers, writers... and MORE. 

Last week's webinar was an epic healing session with a several thousand Lucky Bees attending and 

this one will be amazing as well. 

(LINK) 

My webinars are always fun, light-hearted and above all, designed to inspire you to take action. 

Turn up live if you want to contribute to the conversation and get some tips on YOUR industry too. 

(LINK) 

Xx Denise 
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P.S Yes, at the end of the call, I'll be answering any burning questions about the live round of the 

Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp (I like to role model giving AND receiving). 

I really hope you join Money Bootcamp for this special live round before the deadline in just a few 

days, but if you need to explore this concept of money blocks for yourself, then come to our free 

webinar first and get a taste of what it would be like to work with me deeper. 

It's totally free to join but you gotta register to attend live or receive the recording. 

(LINK) 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 2 - Reminder to Registered - 12 hours to go 
Date: 25 October 
Subject: Webinar - is your profession covered? (12 hours to go) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Reminder - webinar in 12 hours! 

Hey  

In about 12 hours, we'll be live on our money blocks webinar - all about the unique challenges 

different professions face around their money blocks. 

Yes, there are universal ones that impact almost everyone - but there are tweaks and nuances 

depending on your industry. 

Here are just some of the industries and professions we're going to cover: business coaching, 

wellness, MLM, energy worker, journalist, massage, handmade goods, artist, actress, retail, assistant, 

spiritual healer, tarot reader, astrologer, yoga, musician, travel blogger, social worker, web design, 

PR, public speakers, teachers, writers... and MORE. 

Last week's webinar was an epic healing session with a several thousand Lucky Bees attending and 

this one will be amazing as well. 

A reminder of the details: 

Please click the link below to join the webinar: (LINK) 

Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): (CALL IN INFO) 

Or Telephone: Dial: (CALL IN INFO) 

Webinar ID: (ID) International numbers available: (LINK) 

 and above all, designed to inspire you to take action. 

My webinars are always fun, light-hearted and above all, designed to inspire you to take action. 

Turn up live if you want to contribute to the conversation and get some tips on YOUR industry too. 

See you there! 

Xx Denise 
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P.S Yes, at the end of the call, I'll be answering any burning questions about the live round of the 

Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp (I like to role model giving AND receiving). 

I really hope you join Money Bootcamp for this special live round before the deadline in just a few 

days, but if you need to explore this concept of money blocks for yourself, then come to our free 

webinar first and get a taste of what it would be like to work with me deeper. 

See you soon! 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 2 - Reminder to Registered - 3 hours to go 
Date: 25 October  
Subject: [3 hours to go] Money Blocks Webinar - 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Reminder - webinar in 3 hours! 

Hey  

I hope you are as excited as I am for our free LIVE webinar that will start in around 3 hours. 

Here's your final reminder of all the details... 

The biggest money blocks affecting YOUR industry and how to let them go. We'll be covering as 

many professions as possible.  

If you want us to cover YOURS, just fill in this quick survey (LINK) 

When? 

Tuesday 25 October  

6pm Eastern USA | 3pm Pacific USA | 11pm London, UK  

9am Wednesday - Sydney (remember Aussie peeps, we're a day ahead!) 

How to join 

Please click the link below to join the webinar: (LINK) 

Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): (CALL IN INFO) 

Or Telephone: Dial: (CALL IN INFO) 

Webinar ID: (ID) International numbers available: (LINK) 

 and above all, designed to inspire you to take action. 

My webinars are always fun, light-hearted and above all, designed to inspire you to take action. 

Turn up live if you want to contribute to the conversation and get some tips on YOUR industry too. 

See you there! 
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Xx Denise 

P.S Yes, at the end of the call, I'll be answering any burning questions about the live round of the 

Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp (I like to role model giving AND receiving). 

I really hope you join Money Bootcamp for this special live round before the deadline in just a few 

days, but if you need to explore this concept of money blocks for yourself, then come to our free 

webinar first and get a taste of what it would be like to work with me deeper. 

See you soon! 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 2 - Reminder to Registered - 30 Mins to go 
Date: 25 October 
Subject: Webinar - going live now 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Reminder - live in just a few mins 

Hey  

I hope you are as excited as I am for our free LIVE webinar that will start in a few minutes. 

 

How to join 

Please click the link below to join the webinar: (LINK) 

 

It takes a minute or so to set up, so you get started now - grab a pen and paper, a drink and we'll get 

started SOON! 

Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): (CALL IN INFO) 

Or Telephone: Dial: (CALL IN INFO) 

Webinar ID: (ID) International numbers available: (LINK) 

 

My webinars are always fun, light-hearted and above all, designed to inspire you to take action. 

Turn up live if you want to contribute to the conversation and get some tips on YOUR industry too. 

See you there! 

Xx Denise 

 

P.S Yes, at the end of the call, I'll be answering any burning questions about the live round of the 

Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp (I like to role model giving AND receiving). 
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I really hope you join Money Bootcamp for this special live round before the deadline in just a few 

days, but if you need to explore this concept of money blocks for yourself, then come to our free 

webinar first and get a taste of what it would be like to work with me deeper. 

See you soon! 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Webinar 2 - Replay  
Date: 25 October 
Subject: Replay is available (epic webinar - watch it now) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Replay is READY! 

 

Hey  

Thanks for requesting the replay of my free live webinar - money blocks for YOUR industry. It was 

amazzzzzing! 

Each industry and profession has their own particular money blocks - and it's time to let yours go. 

We'll be demystifying money blocks one industry at a time - whether you're a coach, speaker, healer, 

health professional, stay at home mother, consultant, creative, artist, musician, actor, etc. 

Watch the webinar replay here: (LINK) 

For each group of professions, I went through common blocks and mindset issues, plus some handy 

tips on how to change your story to one of abundance. 

It was a lot of fun - and we'll just leave it up for the next few hours as there were some time sensitive 

offers. 

 

Don't forget! 

We're doing a live version of the Money Bootcamp starting really soon. This is the first time we've 

done LIVE calls in 3 years. 

If you've been looking for an excuse to join Bootcamp - NOW is the perfect time. Save $500 by 

registering by 27th October, 9pm Eastern USA. 

All the info is on the webinar replay page - so check it out while you watch. 

Watch now: (LINK) 

Enjoy! And make sure you watch it before the deadline so you don't miss out.  
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I think you'll get a lot of ahas about your money blocks, how they impact your business, and more 

importantly what you can do about it.  

xx Denise 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Close - 36 hours to go & FAQs 
Date: 26 October 
Subject: Closing down in 36 hours (what’s included?) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
There are less than 36 hours left to join this exclusive LIVE round of Money Bootcamp. Tomorrow the 

special offer and early bird price ENDS (sad face). 

This is your opportunity to join the life-changing Money Bootcamp program to upgrade your money 

mindset and be part of our amazing community. Because - it's YOUR time to step up as an 

empowered woman, and be part of the global change around women and money. 

As you work through the 6 week course, you will be invited to exclusive LIVE group Q&A calls with 

me - I will answer your questions and support you in transforming your money mindset. 

(LINK) 
 
Why the urgency? 

Here's the thing Mark - I don't do 1:1 coaching anymore and I rarely speak live in person. I just can't 

be hired for any kind of money, and I have no plans to repeat these LIVE calls (we haven't done this 

bonus since 2013). So, if you'd like my personal help, now's a great time to join! 

If you love accountability and group momentum, now is also the perfect time to join. 

Can't I join another time? 

Normally, people join Bootcamp and do the money lessons at their own pace - but during Bootcamp 

live, we're doing group challenges, as well as bonus live streams and competitions. 

This NOW is your invitation to be part of 3,000 women releasing their money blocks and embracing 
abundance to get set for 2017. Can you feel already the shift in the air? Next year is when women 
really start to change things for the better. 

 
ANSWERING YOUR BURNING QUESTIONS 
My team have received a LOT of questions so I've added some common FAQs so you have all the 

info to make a great decision on investing in Money Bootcamp. 
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When is the deadline? 
The deadline to join is Thursday 9pm Eastern USA time. After that, the price for Bootcamp LIVE goes 

up an extra $500. 

When do the live calls start? 
We're starting next week, and the momentum will go through to mid December. Just in time to finish 

out the year with a bang! 

 

The response to Bootcamp LIVE has already been awesome and we are welcoming hundreds of new 

Lucky Bees into our hive. We would love you to join us and be part of this global movement of women 

who aren't afraid to talk about money.  

 

What's the big deal with LIVE? 
With Bootcamp LIVE, if you join by 9pm Eastern on Thursday, you not only get access to the life-

changing Money Bootcamp online course you also get an exclusive invite to 6 live group Q&A calls 

with me to support you as you work through the Bootcamp modules. 

This is the only way to connect with me live and directly and I haven't offered LIVE calls for over three 

years - the calls will be incredibly fun and transformational so it's kind of a big deal! The Early Bird 

price, saving $500 expires soon. 

 
MONEY MINDSET WORK IS ESSENTIAL FOR ALL ENTREPRENEURS, BUT 

ESPECIALLY IF... 
● You want to earn more money by sharing your gifts and talents with the world. 

● You've hit an plateau, or you can't figure out how to make more money without working 

harder. 

● You experience resistance or sabotage when it comes to earning more money. 

● You need better boundaries around money with your clients, or even with your family. 

● You want to be a good money role model for your kids. 

● You have to ask others for money (whether it's asking your clients for payment, your boss 

for a raise, or anything in between) 

● You feel like your income has plateaued, or that you have no control over what you earn. 
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● You suspect that you sabotage yourself when it comes to money. (Maybe you randomly 

manifest a speeding ticket or a big dental bill just when you're getting ahead.) 

● You struggle to set your own prices - whether you're a freelancer, business owner, coach, 

consultant, whatever. (This is an area where SO MANY women keep themselves playing 

small.) 

 

Plus you'll join a global movement of women who care about your success. 

If you've been craving more abundant friends and mastermind buddies, you've come to the right 

place! 

 

When are the LIVE Calls? 
I have scheduled calls over the next six weeks to cater for US, Europe and Australian time zones and 

I will be super active in our online community during this time as well. The first call will be next week 

so it's important you sign up by Thursday to get access and save the $500. 

What if I  can't make the LIVE calls? 
We will always record our calls and make them available to Bootcampers. There are also multiple 

calls scheduled each week for different time zones. Finally, for your one payment, you get LIFETIME 

access to all of the videos and modules within the Bootcamp so you can always revisit any of the 

modules at any time in the future. 

Will there be another LIVE round? 
The short answer is probably not. We haven't done this in three years and there's no plans to do this 

again in the future. This is a pretty special offer with something like 20 hours of live calls and Q&As. I 

am going all in to help the whole community breakthrough your blocks before 2017. Click (LINK) to 

join us on this journey. 

I  am just starting out, will the Bootcamp help me? 
Whatever your business size or whatever stage of your journey you're at, your money blocks will 

come up and sabotage you. Working on your money mindset early in your entrepreneurial journey 

can really help you get clear on your mission, products and pricing. This course has helped thousands 

of women give themselves permission to earn more - even if you don't know what your calling is yet! 
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Many of our most successful Lucky Bees come back into the course when they need the support to 

go to the next level. 

Working on your money mindset is life-long work! 

Join us (LINK) 

 
My business is doing well and my income is pretty good, do I need 

Bootcamp? 
As my business has grown (to the million dollar level), I have found that some money blocks are the 

same and sometimes more money means new challenges. Membership of the Bootcamp is the 

support crew you need to breakthrough to the next level - wherever you're starting from. Our 

community is a mastermind group made up of women making 4, 5 or even 6 figures every month - all 

of which can help inspire you to build a legacy. Increasing your prices, launching new products, 

dealing with client boundaries, talking to your partner or kids about money - we work through it all 

together. 

 
How much does it cost? 
If you join by Thursday 9pm Eastern, you can be part of the Bootcamp LIVE for the same price as the 

standard Bootcamp - a saving of $500. You also get access to my full suite of bonuses worth over 

$2,000. There is also a 5 part payment plan available, check out all the details (LINK) 

Are there ongoing costs? 
Nope! You pay for Bootcamp once, and then you have lifetime access. 

What if I  am not happy? 
I stand by the Bootcamp and believe you will love this course but if you don't, I offer a 60-day Money 

Back Guarantee. No fuss, no questions asked - if you're not happy in the first 60 days I will give you a 

refund. This takes any risk out of this investment for you - (LINK), be part of the LIVE calls, join the 

movement and if you're not satisfied - leave and get your money back - simple as. 
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WHAT'S INCLUDED IN THE BOOTCAMP PACKAGE? 
I've never offered a package crammed with so much value and so many tools to help you make and 

do more. This community is growing and the momentum is so exciting so I want you to get access to 

all the best stuff so you can come with us... 

6 Weeks Money Mindset Transformation 
The core of the Bootcamp is the 6 weeks of video modules - a total of 23 lessons including 

worksheets, exercises and will help you go deeper in exploring your money blocks. Click (LINK) to 

review the modules of the Bootcamp. 

LIMITED TIME ONLY - Weekly LIVE Calls 
Our whole community will come together and work through the Bootcamp over a 6 week period. 

There will be a weekly LIVE group Q&A call with me for all participants as well as weekly challenges, 

competitions and the momentum of over 3,000 doing this work together. To be part of the LIVE round 

and save $500 you must join (LINK) by 27th October. 

Private Online Community 

As soon as you join the Bootcamp, you are granted instant access to our exclusive and private 

Facebook group where our community shares, learns, inspires and supports every day. This is a 

space I am active in every day. I answer questions, share my journey, pose challenges and hold the 

space for our container of abundance. It is a special community to be part of and one of the most 

valuable parts of the Bootcamp - a safe space for you to be vulnerable, make friends and feel 

supported. 

 

New module: How to talk to your partner about money 
I hear from women every day who are working on themselves, but have challenges with the support 

or mindset of their partner! This is critical to your success and happiness, so I created a dedicated 

module specifically for the Bootcamp about how to talk about money with your partner and how to 

help enlighten their money mindset. So powerful! 

New module: How to talk to your kids about money 

For all my mama bees, it's SO important for us to step up and be the leader that our kids need to see. 

In this bonus module, we'll talk about how to set up your kids to have a great abundance mindset. 
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Don't think you have to be perfect BEFORE you join Bootcamp. This is a safe place to explore your 

money blocks with no bitchiness or competitive people. 

Everyone is rooting for your success. 

 

LET'S TALK BONUSES! 
Advanced Manifesting Course - Value $297 
The Lucky Bitch Manifesting course will walk you through my EXACT process for manifesting a goal 

quickly and easily through simple, everyday actions. (Remember how I manifested a $500k all-

expenses paid trip around the world? THIS is how I did it!). This 5-part audio course contains more 

than 10 hours of recordings and includes handy quizzes, checklists, handouts and cheat sheets. 

Advanced Pricing Course - Value $197 
Not sure what to charge or how to justify price increases to your clients? Wondering how to charge 

premium prices without including your first-born child in the bonuses? I've got you sorted with this 

exclusive 2-part pricing workshop jam-packed full of ideas on how to bring in fast cash with VIP days, 

premium client experiences and more. 

Money Mindset Mantra Audio - Value $29 
Get your hands on my Lucky Bitch Subliminal Money Mantras MP3, featuring powerful affirmations to 

help you attract even more prosperity and wealth into your life. This special 1 hour and 11 minute 

audio is infused with 1111 special money mantras, all embedded below the peaceful sounds of the 

ocean, so that your subconscious mind can soak up the goodness and effortlessly reframe your 

beliefs. 

Audio Books & Event Recordings - Value $357 
Grab both copies of my book in audio format, so that you can listen and learn while on the go. These 

audios aren't available ANYWHERE else - they are exclusively for my Lucky Bees (because I love 

you guys!). Plus, immerse yourself in video and audio recordings of my most recent live events (the 

next best thing to being in the room). Perfect for when you need an extra hit of Lucky Bee inspiration, 

you'll love the recordings of '7 Ways to Increase Your Abundance Now' and the 'Money Masterclass'. 
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Lifetime Access - Value PRICELESS 

IMPORTANT: Joining Bootcamp is a one-off investment. You get instant and lifetime acces 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Close - 24 Hours to go 
Date: 26 October 
Subject: 24 hours left… and the best thing I’ve ever bought 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
Someone on the live webinar asked me recently - what's the BEST thing I've bought with my 

money...? 

The honest answer is ... 

FREEDOM. 

Money gives you the freedom to be, do and have what you were born on this planet to achieve. It's 

not about the STUFF you can buy. It's about the freedom to create, to contribute, to spend time with 

loved ones. 

The independence of making your own money. The BOSS feeling of donating a big amount to charity. 

The safety of knowing your bills are paid easily. And yeah - stuff is nice too! I love buying the best 

tomatoes and not worrying about the cost. Pretty shoes are good too! But that's just the cherry on top. 

That's what I want for you. To go to the next level of income and FREEDOM, so you can step up 

and embrace yourself as a truly rich (in all areas) woman. 

OK, we are getting down to the wire here... there is just a little over 24 hours left to be part of Money 

Bootcamp LIVE (exclusive live calls with me, awesome momentum, etc etc!) 

Money Bootcamp is designed for you to release your money blocks, so you can create your version of 

a First Class life in all areas. 

(LINK) 

Many women tell me that their best business investment has been joining the Bootcamp. 

Hands down. 

It's because strategy is great in business - but mindset makes it all work. 
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This is the deal - if you haven't already joined, then you're missing experiencing the incredible 

success our new members are already sharing in our community. 

We just got a story from a new member who unlocked some cash already - the minute she hit join, 

she got an ollllllld overdue invoice paid - for the exact same amount as the Bootcamp. 

Hilarious - but also happens all the time! 

I just spoke to Amber my amazing assistant (maybe you've already chatted to her), and we've been 

busy adding all the new members so far into the group - we're waiting for YOU! 

You still have until Thurs 9pm Eastern USA to join the live round, and save $500. 

We haven't done this in 3 years, and we won't repeat it anytime soon. I will be holding LIVE Q&A calls 

to support you through the modules of the Bootcamp on top of the regular groundbreaking course and 

THOUSANDS of dollars of bonuses - but only if you enroll by 9pm Eastern Thursday. 

I've included our most common FAQs below. 

Please don't "intend to join" but forget or procrastinate (I hear this all the time). Hand on heart - this 

course can completely change your future... but you do need to take action and join us! 

It's your time, you're ready for the next step. 

See you on the live calls - can't wait. 

Join (LINK) 

You'll get immediate access to everything, and your invitation to join us in our amazingly supportive 

community. 

x Denise 

 

ANSWERING YOUR BURNING QUESTIONS 
My team have received a LOT of questions so I've added some common FAQs so you have all the 

info to make a great decision on investing in Money Bootcamp. 

When is the deadline? 
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The deadline to join is Thursday 9pm Eastern USA time. After that, the price for Bootcamp LIVE goes 

up an extra $500. 

When do the live calls start? 
We're starting next week, and the momentum will go through to mid December. Just in time to finish 

out the year with a bang! 

 
The response to Bootcamp LIVE has already been awesome and we are welcoming hundreds of new 

Lucky Bees into our hive. We would love you to join us and be part of this global movement of women 

who aren't afraid to talk about money.  

 
What's the big deal with LIVE? 
With Bootcamp LIVE, if you join by 9pm Eastern on Thursday, you not only get access to the life-

changing Money Bootcamp online course you also get an exclusive invite to 6 live group Q&A calls 

with me to support you as you work through the Bootcamp modules. 

This is the only way to connect with me live and directly and I haven't offered LIVE calls for over three 

years - the calls will be incredibly fun and transformational so it's kind of a big deal! The Early Bird 

price, saving $500 expires soon. 

 
MONEY MINDSET WORK IS ESSENTIAL FOR ALL ENTREPRENEURS, BUT 

ESPECIALLY IF... 
● You want to earn more money by sharing your gifts and talentswith the world. 

● You've hit an plateau, or you can't figure out how to make more money without working 

harder. 

● You experience resistance or sabotage when it comes to earning more money. 

● You need better boundaries around money with your clients, or even with your family. 

● You want to be a good money role model for your kids. 

● You have to ask others for money (whether it's asking your clients for payment, your boss 

for a raise, or anything in between) 

● You feel like your income has plateaued, or that you have no control over what you earn. 

● You suspect that you sabotage yourself when it comes to money. (Maybe you randomly 

manifest a speeding ticket or a big dental bill just when you're getting ahead.) 
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● You struggle to set your own prices - whether you're a freelancer, business owner, coach, 

consultant, whatever. (This is an area where SO MANY women keep themselves playing 

small.) 

 
Plus you'll join a global movement of women who care about your success. 

If you've been craving more abundant friends and mastermind buddies, you've come to the right 

place! 

 
When are the LIVE Calls? 
I have scheduled calls over the next six weeks to cater for US, Europe and Australian time zones and 

I will be super active in our online community during this time as well. The first call will be next week 

so it's important you sign up by Thursday to get access and save the $500. 

What if I  can't make the LIVE calls? 

We will always record our calls and make them available to Bootcampers. There are also multiple 

calls scheduled each week for different time zones. Finally, for your one payment, you get LIFETIME 

access to all of the videos and modules within the Bootcamp so you can always revisit any of the 

modules at any time in the future. 

Will there be another LIVE round? 
The short answer is probably not. We haven't done this in three years and there's no plans to do this 

again in the future. This is a pretty special offer with something like 20 hours of live calls and Q&As. I 

am going all in to help the whole community breakthrough your blocks before 2017. Click (LINK) to 

join us on this journey. 

I  am just starting out, will the Bootcamp help me? 

Whatever your business size or whatever stage of your journey you're at, your money blocks will 

come up and sabotage you. Working on your money mindset early in your entrepreneurial journey 

can really help you get clear on your mission, products and pricing. This course has helped thousands 

of women give themselves permission to earn more - even if you don't know what your calling is yet! 

 
Many of our most successful Lucky Bees come back into the course when they need the support to 

go to the next level. 
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Working on your money mindset is life-long work! 

Join us (LINK) 

 
My business is doing well and my income is pretty good, do I need 

Bootcamp? 
As my business has grown (to the million dollar level), I have found that some money blocks are the 

same and sometimes more money means new challenges. Membership of the Bootcamp is the 

support crew you need to breakthrough to the next level - wherever you're starting from. Our 

community is a mastermind group made up of women making 4, 5 or even 6 figures every month - all 

of which can help inspire you to build a legacy. Increasing your prices, launching new products, 

dealing with client boundaries, talking to your partner or kids about money - we work through it all 

together. 

 
How much does it cost? 
If you join by Thursday 9pm Eastern, you can be part of the Bootcamp LIVE for the same price as the 

standard Bootcamp - a saving of $500. You also get access to my full suite of bonuses worth over 

$2,000. There is also a 5 part payment plan available, check out all the details (LINK) 

Are there ongoing costs? 
Nope! You pay for Bootcamp once, and then you have lifetime access. 

What if I  am not happy? 
I stand by the Bootcamp and believe you will love this course but if you don't, I offer a 60-day Money 

Back Guarantee. No fuss, no questions asked - if you're not happy in the first 60 days I will give you a 

refund. This takes any risk out of this investment for you - (LINK), be part of the LIVE calls, join the 

movement and if you're not satisfied - leave and get your money back - simple as. 

 
WHAT'S INCLUDED IN THE BOOTCAMP PACKAGE? 
I've never offered a package crammed with so much value and so many tools to help you make and 

do more. This community is growing and the momentum is so exciting so I want you to get access to 

all the best stuff so you can come with us... 

6 Weeks Money Mindset Transformation 
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The core of the Bootcamp is the 6 weeks of video modules - a total of 23 lessons including 

worksheets, exercises and will help you go deeper in exploring your money blocks. Click (LINK) to 

review the modules of the Bootcamp. 

LIMITED TIME ONLY - Weekly LIVE Calls 
Our whole community will come together and work through the Bootcamp over a 6 week period. 

There will be a weekly LIVE group Q&A call with me for all participants as well as weekly challenges, 

competitions and the momentum of over 3,000 doing this work together. To be part of the LIVE round 

and save $500 you must join (LINK) by 27th October. 

Private Online Community 

As soon as you join the Bootcamp, you are granted instant access to our exclusive and private 

Facebook group where our community shares, learns, inspires and supports every day. This is a 

space I am active in every day. I answer questions, share my journey, pose challenges and hold the 

space for our container of abundance. It is a special community to be part of and one of the most 

valuable parts of the Bootcamp - a safe space for you to be vulnerable, make friends and feel 

supported. 

 
New module: How to talk to your partner about money 
I hear from women every day who are working on themselves, but have challenges with the support 

or mindset of their partner! This is critical to your success and happiness, so I created a dedicated 

module specifically for the Bootcamp about how to talk about money with your partner and how to 

help enlighten their money mindset. So powerful! 

New module: How to talk to your kids about money 
For all my mama bees, it's SO important for us to step up and be the leader that our kids need to see. 

In this bonus module, we'll talk about how to set up your kids to have a great abundance mindset. 

 
Don't think you have to be perfect BEFORE you join Bootcamp. This is a safe place to explore your 

money blocks with no bitchiness or competitive people. 

Everyone is rooting for your success. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Close - Ends Today 
Date: 27 October 
Subject: It ends today (and a funny cat story) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
This isn't a "hard sell" email, because you already know in your heart if you want to join the Money 

Bootcamp by now, unless this is the first you've heard about it (then hi!) 

However, I thought I'd let you know about two of the awesome bonuses that are included in the 

course. 

The first is my popular advanced manifesting audio course where I work through in EXACT detail 

how to master the 5 step manifesting process and apply it to creating wealth and abundance. This 

also comes with meditations like cutting cords, healing your inner child, creating your idea day and 

more. 

Another bonus is the "Advanced Pricing Course" which is jam packed full of ideas on how to charge 

premium pricing, and create VIP offerings. Awesome if you want to increase your prices asap (which 

can easily cover the cost of Bootcamp quickly). 

Okay - let me tell you about one more. It's a small but mighty bonus. 

The money meditation audio is my secret weapon. This is a subliminal audio containing 1,111 money 

mindset mantras and affirmations to go deep into your subconscious and help transform your 

relationship with money. 

I've used subliminal meditations for YEARS, and they are incredibly powerful. 

Two funny stories about this bonus. Some of the Lucky Bees play it around the house, and they've 

noticed their partners start to change their mindset, WITHOUT DOING ANYTHING ELSE, which is 

brilliant if you want to influence other people who might be a bit resistant to the concept of money 

blocks. 

Another person told me their CAT started bringing more mice into the house. Talk about manifesting 

abundance ;) 
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These bonuses (and more) are all included with the Money Bootcamp along with the LIVE calls 

(which we never normally do), online community and my support, you will have everything you need 

to get set for 2017. 

HOWEVER, there is one big deadline to get the bonus live calls. 

You have to enroll in the Bootcamp by 9pm Eastern TODAY. After that the price goes up $500 and by 

next week it's no longer available. (The Live calls kick off next week, so we won't be adding anyone 

new once we've started) 

Get all the details and join (LINK) 

xx Denise 

P.S 

If you're not sure when the deadline is in your timezone, check the countdown timer below or you'll 

see it on the top of the sales page (LINK). 

 
 
I used the Lucky Bitch Manifesting Course to deliberately manifest 3000 Euros. 

I followed all of the steps Denise teaches in her course, including decluttering old beliefs, doing the 

forgiveness work, noticing the money already in my life, and then letting go of the "need" to have the 

money. 

I was over the moon and totally in awe that I was able to manifest the amount I desired to make in 

such an easy and effortless way. To me, it was a miracle and it has transformed changed the way I 

think about money, wealth and abundant living.  

MOUNIA BERRADA-GOUZI 

Visionary Coach & Change Catalyst 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Close - Ends Tonight 
Date: 27 October 
Subject: Money back guarantee & payment plan? 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
Today I've been helping out on the chat function on the Money Bootcamp sales page - which I've 

never done before, but it was all hands on deck for our last launch day! 

It was fascinating because most of the questions were variations of "Is this for me?" or "I'm not sure 

it's the right course for my situation" 

Sometimes with money blocks, people think that sometimes their blocks are "worse" than others, or 

they think mindset isn't as important as it really is - for ALL professions. 

I'll tell you, what I told them. 

If you join and you don't like it, or think it's not for you - we'll simply refund your money. We are SO 

not triggered by refunds and don't take it personally. We don't make you jump through hoops or 

shame you. You've got 60 days, and if you change your mind, no problem. 

Worried if it's a good investment for you? 

Good news - we have a payment plan so you can pay Bootcamp off over five months - and still get 

access to the whole course and the live calls. Payment plans rock - I use them all the time for my own 

business investments. 

I know time is tight, but I want to tell you remind you why you should join now and not "later" (ie. 

never). 

FIRST, you get access to 6 LIVE group Q&A webinars with me, which I normally don't do. For today 

only, you get this live version for the same cost as the regular Bootcamp. 

I'll answer all your questions each week as you work through the modules of the Money Bootcamp 

(Yes, they are recorded and we also cater for a lot of different timezones) and support you in making 

these massive mindset shifts. 
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SECOND, you get instant and LIFETIME access to our private Money Bootcamp Facebook Group. 

This is our inspiring and supportive community of women who are all working through their money 

blocks and building their businesses, from complete novices to millionaires. We also have lots of non-

entrepreneurs too - because EVERYONE needs to upgrade their money mindset, even if you don't 

have a biz. 

I am active in this community every day with support and advice. This is a special place where we can 

share and be vulnerable as we walk this journey towards abundance together. Only members of the 

Bootcamp get access to this group... 

Those LIVE calls are priceless and they start next week - this offer will not be available again. 

Finally, if you act before 9pm tonight Eastern Time (Thursday, October 27th) then you SAVE $500 off 

the Money Bootcamp LIVE package. 

Simple stuff - if you'd like my help, you want to work on your money mindset and you love saving 

money too - then make sure you join before the deadline. 

Get all the details and join (LINK) 

xx Denise 

 

P.S. Remember, you also get access to over $2,000 worth of bonuses including all my best content 

on manifesting, pricing and money mindset when you join the Bootcamp. 

P.P.S. This offer expires at 9pm Eastern tonight. If you're not sure what that is in your timezone, the 

sales page has a count-down timer (LINK). 

P.P.S - so is this for you? Only you know the answer to that. But again, if you take the leap of faith, 

we'll do everything we can to help you upgrade your money mindset, and if it's not for you, then 

you've got nothing to lose with our 60-day money back guarantee.  

"My biggest blocks were my own limiting beliefs - there was sooooo much hidden away in my past 

when it came to money. 

I had no hesitation joining the Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp. I had read Lucky Bitch and it just spoke 

to me! And I had seen a lot of Denise's previous work and was really confident that the program 

would deliver for me. 
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My biggest breakthrough was understanding upper limits and how we subconsciously sabotage 

ourselves. I was really good at getting in my own way - mostly through inaction. 

I have so many manifestation stories from the Bootcamp - the biggest has definitely been earning 

$10k in 10 days. 

I set it as a challenge to myself and it worked! I ended up making the $10k in 12 days and it REALLY 

showed me that the universe rewards action. 

So I did it again! And this time I manifested the $10k in SIX days!!! 

It's so practical and you can do it over and over. Every time I re-do the Bootcamp, or do a new 10-day 

challenge, I uncover and address new things. 

It's fabulous. After just six months of working for myself I now have a very successful business, I am 

making more money than when I was a high-paid consultant working for another organisation, and I 

can now help my partner do the same. He just resigned from his job too! 

We are moving to the beach to upgrade our home, we have upgraded our car, and we've upgraded 

our relationship as well because we are both on the same page. My partner even said to me when we 

were looking for a new apartment "Do you think we should Lucky Bitch ourselves a great place?" - 

and we did! " 

Tash Corbin | Business Consultant for Creatives | TashCorbin.com 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Close - 3 Hours to go 
Date: 27 October 
Subject: [3 hours] Last Chance at Bootcamp LIVE 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
In just three hours my Money Bootcamp LIVE early bird price is going away for good... 

Let me explain - for the first time in 3 years, to support you through the Money Bootcamp course, I will 

be hosting weekly LIVE Q&A calls answering your questions and supporting your journey. It will be 

epic!!! 

I've also added 6 x FB live group chats, and 3 extra Europe friendly times too. Yay for extra bonuses! 

Imagine the momentum of 3,000 women working on their money blocks together over the next six 

weeks to set ourselves and all of our businesses up for a life-changing 2017. Imagine being part of 

this loving and inspiring community of women from all over the world. 

And it's the same price as the self-study program! 

But not forever. 

You have to enroll in "Money Bootcamp LIVE" by 9pm Eastern time (basically in three hours) to save 

$500 and join us on our first LIVE call next week. 

Sign up before the deadline (LINK) 

xx Denise 

 

P.S. Remember, you also get access to over $2,000 worth of bonuses including all my best content 

on manifesting, pricing and money mindset when you join the Bootcamp. 

P.P.S. This offer expires at 9pm Eastern TODAY. If you're not sure what that is in your timezone, the 

sales page has a count-down timer (LINK). 
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P.P.S - so is this for you? Only you know the answer to that. But again, if you take the leap of faith, 

we'll do everything we can to help you upgrade your money mindset, and if it's not for you, then 

you've got nothing to lose with our 60-day money back guarantee.  

 

 
 
I  recouped my investment within one day of joining the Bootcamp 
"Before joining the Money Bootcamp I was stuck... I'd hit an income plateau and no matter how much 

effort I put into marketing, I couldn't seem to move forward from that point. 

It wasn't until I discovered that I actually had a whole stack of money blocks (I suspected perhaps I 

had one or two) and worked on clearing them that I moved past that income ceiling. 

I was hesitant the Bootcamp was going to be some sort of 'woo woo' program with no results, just a 

lot of meditating and willing the Universe to send you the dosh. 

How wrong was I. 

I recouped my investment within one day, once I'd implemented what Denise teaches. She not only 

provides us with great guidance, but usable tools {spreadsheets, checklists etc} to get this stuff done. 

This led to an increase in sales of $3,500 within one month. I loved the Bootcamp - if you're looking 

for enlightenment and clarity around your relationship with money, this is the place for you." 

Jane Hinchey | Online Small Biz Coach | JaneHinchey.com 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Close - 10 mins to go 
Date: 27 October 
Subject: [10 mins] Any tech issues? 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
In just 10 mins my Money Bootcamp LIVE early bird price is going away for good... 

This is usually when dodgy marketers say stuff like:  

 

OUR LINKS WERE BROKEN!!!  

 

But for real, tech problems do happen. In a launch this size with hundreds of people joining, some 

people have problems with their credit card, paypal etc. I've been manning the chat line and it 

happens. 

So if you've had ANY tech problems at all - just hit reply and we'll help for as long as it takes. 

Sign up before the deadline (LINK) 

xx Denise 

 

P.S. If it's resistance that's holding you back, that's normal too! 

Jump in and we have both a payment plan and a 60 day money back guarantee! Flip a coin and see 

what it says. 

Then join (LINK). 

 

I  recouped my investment within one day of joining the Bootcamp 
"Before joining the Money Bootcamp I was stuck... I'd hit an income plateau and no matter how much 

effort I put into marketing, I couldn't seem to move forward from that point. 
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It wasn't until I discovered that I actually had a whole stack of money blocks (I suspected perhaps I 

had one or two) and worked on clearing them that I moved past that income ceiling. 

I was hesitant the Bootcamp was going to be some sort of 'woo woo' program with no results, just a 

lot of meditating and willing the Universe to send you the dosh. 

How wrong was I. 

I recouped my investment within one day, once I'd implemented what Denise teaches. She not only 

provides us with great guidance, but usable tools {spreadsheets, checklists etc} to get this stuff done. 

This led to an increase in sales of $3,500 within one month. I loved the Bootcamp - if you're looking 

for enlightenment and clarity around your relationship with money, this is the place for you." 

Jane Hinchey | Online Small Biz Coach | JaneHinchey.com 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Re-Open Offer - Cart Open 
Date: 29 October 
Subject: 48 Hours Only… New Bootcamp Payment Plan 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
A few days ago I closed off the Money Bootcamp LIVE Early Bird price which you have probably 

heard me talking a lot about over the last few weeks (You: Only a million times Denise!). 

This has been an amazing launch and we have welcomed hundreds of new Lucky Bees into our 

community - all having massive ahas already. 

I understand that Bootcamp LIVE is a significant investment but I believe in the power of this work to 

help YOU embrace abundance and change your relationship with money. 

You have missed the Early Bird price, but I want to make sure as many people as possible have the 

opportunity to be part of the LIVE round of Bootcamp which starts early next week. 

So, I've decided to offer a NEW payment plan option but ONLY for the next 48 HOURS - just before 

our first live call. 

If you were considering joining the Money Bootcamp LIVE, this might be the final sign from the 

Universe you need to take the next step, and is the most affordable option I've ever done. 

(I'm even waiving my usual 15% finance charge) 

For a LIMITED TIME, you can join the Bootcamp LIVE and spread the cost over 10 months. I am so 

excited about the LIVE calls and the momentum our community can create that I want to give you 

every opportunity to be part of it. 

Click here to join and take advantage of the new 10 part payment plan - (LINK) 

Just join before our first live call. 

For 10 payments of $197 you get INSTANT and LIFETIME access to the Money Bootcamp and you 

can participate in all the LIVE calls starting next week. 

I am going all out to make this LIVE round as powerful as possible for as many women as possible 

and I hope you can join us. 
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Click (LINK) now 

If you have any more questions about joining up, click here and hit the Chat button and my team will 

try and help. 

Wow, this work is life-changing for me and you and together we can set ourselves and our families up 

for an amazing 2017. 

The deadline for this 10 part payment plan is 31st October, 5pm Eastern (an hour before our 

first live call!) 

Love Denise 

P.S I very rarely offer a longer payment plan, and this isn't going out to everyone - just for a few 

people we think would be really keen, but for some reason didn't sign up last week. 

We'd love to have you join us. Jump in (LINK). 

 
I  was scared to admit I had money issues and still  have them 
"The Bootcamp and the amazing support within the group helped me on so many levels! 

I had women really boost me on and encourage me. I was scared to admit I had money issues and 

still have them, I was scared others will take it from me, especially if I become really flashy about it. It 

was a good aha though because I realised why I kept spending it and giving it away.I also realised 

that what seems expensive to me is not necessarily the case for someone else - money is very much 

a perception. 

When I was reading Get Rich, Lucky Bitch, I was actually on holiday and was running an affiliate 

program campaign for that week. I had sent out a few emails and automated messages, so wasn't 

expecting a huge amount. I manifested $600 in sales for the week and made $650! I was super 

excited as I wasn't even at work that week! 

I love the video content and Denise's approach to it all - very light and simple! None of that spiritual, 

mumbo stuff! I also love the community of women and the audio downloads.It is an added boost for 

my walk each day to listen to chats about money and how to price things, I am launching my new 

course in a few days and am actually really excited.I was petrified of this moment a few months back! 

I have done heaps of EFT on it and am totally okay with asking for the money now! 
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I have every intention of putting the price up after the launch - as encouraged by so many in the group 

and can't wait to make an actual income from my course!" 

Melissa Turner | Endometriosis Wellness Coach | EndoEmpowered.com 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Re-Open Offer - 24 Hours to go 
Date: 30 October 
Subject: Did you see?? NEW New Bootcamp Payment Plan 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
Wow, I didn't realize how popular the special 10-part payment plan would be! 

I sent the email out yesterday to a really small group of women including you, and lots of new Lucky 

Bees have jumped on board already. 

No idea what I'm talking about? 

In just a few hours, we're hosting our first live call for the Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp, and for a 

limited time, I've offered a very small group the chance to pay Bootcamp off over 10 months. 

If you were considering joining the Money Bootcamp LIVE, this might be the final sign from the 

Universe you need to take the next step, and is the most affordable option I've ever done.  

(I'm even waiving my usual 15% finance charge) 

For a LIMITED TIME, you can join the Bootcamp LIVE and spread the cost over 10 months. I am so 

excited about the LIVE calls and the momentum our community can create that I want to give you 

every opportunity to be part of it. 

Click here to join and take advantage of the new 10 part payment plan - (LINK) 

Just join before our first live call in just a few hours time. 

For 10 payments of $197 you get INSTANT and LIFETIME access to the Money Bootcamp and you 

can participate in all the LIVE calls starting in just a few hours. 

I am going all out to make this LIVE round as powerful as possible for as many women as possible 

and I hope you can join us. 

Click (LINK) now 

If you have any more questions about joining up, click here and hit the Chat button and my team will 

try and help. 
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Wow, this work is life-changing for me and you and together we can set ourselves and our families up 

for an amazing 2017. 

The deadline for this 10 part payment plan is 31st October, 5pm Eastern (an hour before our 

first live call!) 

Love Denise 

 

P.S I very rarely offer a longer payment plan, and this isn't going out to everyone - just for a few 

people we think would be really keen, but for some reason didn't sign up last week. 

We'd love to have you join us. Jump in (LINK) and join us on the first live call. 

 
Why go it alone? 
"Connecting with Denise's work, first through her books and then in the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp, was a 

pivotal influence in turning my money story from "woe is me" to "wow is me!" 

I had a lifetime of under-earning and under-employment chasing me around. I'm one smart cookie, 

yet my bank account never seemed to reflect the value I was bringing to the world. 

I now have a successful business and am no longer afraid to pursue my business dreams, financial 

and otherwise. Yippee! 

It's so easy to get stuck in your story of "that's just the way it is for me". But it's simply not the "way it 

is". Not for me and not for you! 

Through my work in the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp, I excavated my sh*tty money story and exposed it to 

the light of day. I did the work and everything shifted. From powerless to powerful. My relationship 

with money is one of gratitude and patience. I now know my earning potential is controlled exclusively 

by me. If I do the work, the money shows up. It's that simple. 

Plus, when you do the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp you have the benefit of a mighty-fine group of women 

who get your struggles *and* your ambition. Why go it alone? 

If you are thinking of signing up for the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp, do it! It will turbocharge your success -- 

and that means money, honey!" 

Victoria Prozan | Brand Experience Consultant | VictoriaProzan.com  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Re-Open Offer - 2 Hours to go 
Date: 31 October 
Subject: Just a few mins left... NEW New Bootcamp Payment Plan 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HEY  
In just a few minutes, we'll close down the exclusive 10-part payment plan for the Bootcamp. 

(I'm sorry, I meant to send this earlier, but hubby just got back from 10 days in Europe!) 

In just ONE hour at 6pm Eastern, we're hosting our first live call for the Lucky Bitch Money Bootcamp, 

and for a limited time, I've offered a very small group the chance to pay Bootcamp off over 10 months. 

If you were considering joining the Money Bootcamp LIVE, this might be the final sign from the 

Universe you need to take the next step, and is the most affordable option I've ever done.  

(I'm even waiving my usual 15% finance charge) 

For just a few minutes more you can join the Bootcamp LIVE and spread the cost over 10 months. I 

am so excited about the LIVE calls and the momentum our community can create that I want to give 

you every opportunity to be part of it. 

Click here to join and take advantage of the new 10 part payment plan - (LINK) 

Just join before our first live call TODAY. (We also have two other calls this week, so you won't 

miss out) 

For 10 payments of $197 you get INSTANT and LIFETIME access to the Money Bootcamp and you 

can participate in all the LIVE calls starting in just a few hours. 

I am going all out to make this LIVE round as powerful as possible for as many women as possible 

and I hope you can join us. 

Click (LINK) now 

Wow, this work is life-changing for me and you and together we can set ourselves and our families up 

for an amazing 2017. 
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The deadline for this 10 part payment plan is NOW, 31st October, 5pm Eastern, as we start out 

first live call soon. 

Love Denise 

P.S I very rarely offer a longer payment plan, and this isn't going out to everyone - just for a few 

people we think would be really keen, but for some reason didn't sign up last week. 

We'd love to have you join us. Jump in (LINK) and join us on the first live call. 

 
Why go it alone? 
"Connecting with Denise's work, first through her books and then in the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp, was a 

pivotal influence in turning my money story from "woe is me" to "wow is me!" 

I had a lifetime of under-earning and under-employment chasing me around. I'm one smart cookie, 

yet my bank account never seemed to reflect the value I was bringing to the world. 

I now have a successful business and am no longer afraid to pursue my business dreams, financial 

and otherwise. Yippee! 

It's so easy to get stuck in your story of "that's just the way it is for me". But it's simply not the "way it 

is". Not for me and not for you! 

Through my work in the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp, I excavated my sh*tty money story and exposed it to 

the light of day. I did the work and everything shifted. From powerless to powerful. My relationship 

with money is one of gratitude and patience. I now know my earning potential is controlled exclusively 

by me. If I do the work, the money shows up. It's that simple. 

Plus, when you do the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp you have the benefit of a mighty-fine group of women 

who get your struggles *and* your ambition. Why go it alone? 

If you are thinking of signing up for the Lucky Bitch Bootcamp, do it! It will turbocharge your success -- 

and that means money, honey!" 

Victoria Prozan | Brand Experience Consultant | VictoriaProzan.com 
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